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Abstract: The concept of scope was introduced in Social Network Analysis to assess the authori-
tativeness and convincing ability of a user toward other users on one or more social platforms. It
has been studied in the past in some specific contexts, for example to assess the ability of a user
to spread information on Twitter. In this paper, we propose a new investigation on scope, as we
want to assess the scope of the sentiment of a user on a topic. We also propose a multi-dimensional
definition of scope. In fact, besides the traditional spatial scope, we introduce the temporal one,
which has never been addressed in the literature, and propose a model that allows the concept of
scope to be extended to further dimensions in the future. Furthermore, we propose an approach and
a related set of parameters for measuring the scope of the sentiment of a user on a topic in a social
network. Finally, we illustrate the results of an experimental campaign we conducted to evaluate
the proposed framework on a dataset derived from Reddit. The main novelties of this paper are:
(i) a multi-dimensional view of scope; (ii) the introduction of the concept of sentiment scope; (iii) the
definition of a general framework capable of analyzing the sentiment scope related to any subject on
any social network.

Keywords: spatial scope; temporal scope; sentiment analysis; social network analysis; Reddit

1. Introduction

Suppose we are at the shore of a lake on a becalmed day with a flat lake surface.
Suppose now that we throw a stone into it. We can see how, starting from the point where
the stone falls, the water begins to ripple, and small waves are created. These waves are
higher near the point where the stone fell while they become smaller and smaller as we
move away from it, until they disappear. The heavier the stone thrown, the higher the
waves and the farther they propagate. As time passes, the height of the waves tends to
decrease until, if no more stones are thrown into the lake, they disappear and the lake
surface becomes motionless again. In our opinion, this image describes better than any
other what is meant by “scope”. From a more formal point of view, in the Concise Oxford
Dictionary (Concise Oxford Dictionary—https://en.oxforddictionaries.com (accessed on
15 September 2022)), scope is defined as “the extent of the area or subject matter that something
deals with or to which it is relevant”.

Certainly, there are several similarities between the concept of scope and some other
ones used in sociology. Consider, for example, the concepts of centrality, reliability, power,
reputation, influence, trust, diffusion, etc. In fact, scope goes beyond these concepts and,
at the same time, embraces all of them. In fact, they can be seen as different aspects of
scope, which certainly exert their influence on it.

Scope has already been studied in past literature. For example, Ref. [1] analyzed
the scope of users and hashtags in Twitter, while [2] proposed an approach to compute
the scope of a smart object in a Multi-IoT context. In Refs. [3–8], the authors presented
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approaches to analyze some aspects of scope (e.g., reliability, trust, and influence) for users
and/or hashtags. In Ref. [9], the authors studied the distribution of the influence of a user
across the network, while in Ref. [10], the authors analyzed the attractiveness of users
in networks.

In the social network context, which we focus on in this paper, another much analyzed
concept is that of user sentiment. Sentiment analysis is one of the most active research
strands regarding social networks and, more generally, artificial Intelligence and data
analysis [11–14]. In fact, nowadays, millions and millions of people express their sentiments
on the most disparate topics through social networks [15–18]. The knowledge of such
sentiments and their evolution in space and time is a valuable source of information for
various professionals, such as marketers, politicians, journalists, decision makers, and so
on. Finally, knowing how a user’s sentiment about a topic can propagate to her neighbors,
the neighbors of her neighbors, etc., and how that propagation evolves over time, and being
able to measure this through appropriate techniques and metrics, represent challenging
issues with enormous practical implications.

One way to address these issues might be integrating the concepts of scope and
sentiment of one or more users on a certain topic. In fact, to the best of our knowledge,
there is not yet an approach that integrates the concepts of scope and sentiment and
treats scope from both a spatial and a temporal point of view (with further points of view,
or dimensions, likely to emerge in the future). This paper aims to address this issue by
proposing a model and a related approach to investigate the spatial and temporal scope of
a user’s sentiment about a topic in a social platform.

Our proposed model is based on two graphs. The first is a bipartite one that stores
all available information about users, their posts, comments, and sentiments on certain
topics. It can be employed as an information source from which it is possible to extract
all the necessary data for the processing required by the approach proposed in this paper
and any future approaches. The second is derived from the first; it is a single-mode graph
representing users and their interactions and is employed for the analyses proposed in
this paper. Our model also includes several complement functions that can be exploited to
obtain specific information from the first graph or to perform certain supporting processing.

Our approach consists of several steps. First, it identifies the topics emerging from
the posts and comments published by users. Then, for each topic, it determines the senti-
ments of the various users who covered it. For these two activities it employs techniques
already proposed in the literature [11,13,19–22]. In other words, for these two activities,
our approach is independent of the techniques adopted to perform them. Next, it ex-
ploits the concepts, measures, and techniques of Social Network Analysis [23] and graph
theory [24–26] to define spatial scope. This definition has a dual nature, since the spatial
scope is defined as a set of pairs or a rooted graph. Both definitions aim to indicate the
users involved in the spread of sentiment and the intensity degree of the latter for each
user involved. The two-fold definition of spatial scope allows us to use both set theory
and graph theory for its analysis. Using them, our approach provides a set of metrics and
measures for assessing the spatial scope of a user’s sentiment on a topic.

In a completely similar way, our approach acts to ensure the temporal scope assessment
of a user’s sentiment on a topic. In this case, the temporal scope is defined as an ordered list
of pairs. As mentioned above, spatial and temporal scopes are orthogonal and represent
two views or dimensions that could be integrated, and possibly enriched with other views
in the future.

To evaluate the potential of the proposed framework, we conducted a series of experi-
ments on a dataset derived from Reddit, one of the most popular social networks. As we
will see in the paper, our model proved to be capable of extracting interesting information
that may be useful to various professionals interested in the knowledge of scope.

In summary, the gap in the literature that this paper aims to fill concerns the lack
of a general framework capable of supporting a multi-dimensional analysis of the scope
of the sentiment of users on any topic in any social network. In fact, as will become
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clearer in the following, some papers in the past literature analyze the scope of a user
or a smart object, others investigate user sentiment, but none analyze the scope of the
sentiment of one or more users. Moreover, all previous papers that analyze scope take only
the spatial dimension into account and none of them consider other dimensions, such as
the temporal one. Finally, most of the studies on sentiment refer to either a well-defined
social network or a well-defined subject, and were not designed to operate on any social
network and any subject. Our paper aims to fill this gap. Specifically, its contributions are
as follows: (i) it introduces the concept of scope of a user’s sentiment on one or more topics
in a social platform; (ii) it proposes a multi-dimensional definition of scope; and (iii) it
presents a framework for studying the scope of a user’s sentiment on one or more topics
and extracting information from the corresponding data; this framework can operate on
any social platform and can evaluate the scope of the user sentiment on topics concerning
any subject.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we illustrate the Related Literature.
In Section 3, we describe our model for scope representation. In Section 4, we present our
approach. In Section 5, we illustrate the experimental campaign we conducted. Finally,
in Section 6, we draw our conclusions and look at possible future developments.

2. Related Literature
2.1. Preface

In recent years, social networks have been exploited by groups of users to discuss a
variety of topics, from politics to gossip, from health to sport, and so on. The pervasive
spread of social networks has prompted researchers to study the behavior of users who
join social networks in various reference contexts [27–29]. Alongside the analysis of the
structure of networks, which already provides very interesting knowledge patterns about
the behavior of users accessing them, researchers have also begun to examine the content
posted and exchanged between users [30–33]. Regarding the latter, elements of particular
interest to them are the extraction of topics from texts and the assessment of the sentiment
that users have about a given topic. Our work aims to integrate these two research streams
because it aims to analyze how the scope of the sentiment of a user on a specific topic
propagates both spatially and temporally across a social network.

To better perform our analysis, we divide this section into two parts. In the first, we
analyze works dealing with scope and related concepts, while in the second we focus on
the analysis of sentiment diffusion within a community.

2.2. Related Literature on the Concept of Scope

In the past, the scope of users in social networks has been studied in Ref. [1]. In this
paper, the authors analyze the scope of an entity on Twitter. Specifically, they define a
framework to measure various aspects of scope (e.g., influence, reliability, popularity)
simultaneously and for multiple entities (e.g., users, hashtags). In this way, they can
measure the overall scope and several aspects of it by comparing the latter with each
other and for different entities. Such comparisons make it possible to extract knowledge
patterns (indicating, for example, the presence of anomalies and outliers) that can then
be used in several application domains (e.g., information dissemination). In Ref. [2],
the authors extend the concept of scope from people to smart objects in a multiple IoT
context. In particular, they formalize two scope definitions for smart objects and illustrate
some real-world applications of the knowledge patterns thus extracted. Returning to
the people-to-people social network context, many authors analyze single aspects of the
concept of scope, such as reliability, trust, and influence for users and/or hashtags [3,5–7].
Regarding user influence, the authors of Ref. [9] use the PageRank algorithm to analyze
the distribution of influence across the network. In Ref. [10], the authors analyze the
attractiveness of users in a social network. The approach they propose characterizes a user
based on the new users she is able to interrelate with over time. The authors propose to
perform influence maximization, but they do not consider the topics covered by users.
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Other approaches investigate the evolution of topic trends in Twitter by analyzing
the use of hashtags. Indeed, the latter allow a natural division of posts according to their
topics [4,8,34,35]. In particular, the authors of Ref. [8] measure the topic-sensitive influence
of users on Twitter by means of an approach based on PageRank. They analyze how a
social network user can influence other ones on a topic. Moreover, they propose a metric
to compute the influence of users on specific topics. Our approach differs from the one
proposed in Ref. [8] in that the latter does not aim to describe the features characterizing
the influence of one user on another but only gives a quantitative estimate of that influence.
Furthermore, the approach proposed in Ref. [8] does not consider the value of sentiment in
its analysis. In Ref. [4], the authors propose an approach that, given a hashtag on Twitter,
uses the corresponding comments to construct its profile in order to predict its popularity.
This approach has some similarities with ours. In fact, it can be seen as a method for
predicting the spatial scope of a hashtag, and thus how far the latter will spread. Our
approach differs from the one described in Ref. [4] in that, in investigating the spread of a
user’s sentiment toward a topic, it analyzes the contribution made by other users of her
neighborhood. Therefore, our analysis is more user-centric than the one proposed in Ref. [4].
Furthermore, the approach of Ref. [4] does not consider sentiment when analyzing the
expansion of a topic. Finally, it is not intended to propose a multi-dimensional analysis of a
hashtag’s popularity unlike our approach, which proposes both a spatial and a temporal
scope and leaves open the possibility of further dimensions of scope in the future.

In Ref. [36], the authors present a study of the spread of negative sentiment in Online
Social Media. The main similarity between the approach of Ref. [36] and ours concerns the
idea of studying the spread of user sentiment in online platforms. However, the approach
proposed in Ref. [36] focuses on hate speech and does not consider topics, unlike our
approach, which precisely analyzes the scope of user sentiment on topics. In Ref. [37],
the authors study the propagation of negative sentiment in messages exchanged on the
Chinese Sina microblog. This approach is therefore specific to a social platform, and, in this
feature, it differs from our approach that it has been designed to operate on any social
platform. In Ref. [38], the authors investigate how the spread of sentiment can cause a
viral spread of fake news in social media. This paper focuses on the analysis of a specific
phenomenon (i.e., the relationship between sentiment and fake news). Instead, our paper
aims to propose a general framework capable of studying the space-time evolution of the
scope of user sentiment on one or more topics.

2.3. Related Literature on the Sentiment of Users

The second part of our analysis on related literature concerns the sentiment of a user on
one or more topics. Many approaches to face this problem have been proposed in the past
literature. Some of them address this issue from a static point of view; in particular, they
generally employ opinion mining techniques to understand the sentiment emerging from a
given text [39–42]. In contrast, other techniques address this problem from a dynamic point
of view; in fact, given the characteristics of a sentiment on a topic, they want to understand
how those characteristics affect the spread of that sentiment both among users and over
time [43–49]. Specifically, in Ref. [43], the authors propose a model that combines sentiment
and opinion propagation to assess the global sentiment on a given topic. Similarly to our
approach, the one of Ref. [43] considers the sentiment emerging from a text and wants to
understand how it propagates. However, the authors of Ref. [43] do not aim to provide a
formalization of such propagation.

In Ref. [44], the authors present the MISNIS framework, which aims to identify the
most influential users on specific topics. It also divides user messages into three categories,
based on the results obtained after performing a sentiment analysis task. To carry out topic
mining, it analyzes all the words in the message and not only the hashtags; thus, it is able
to achieve a higher accuracy. MISNIS and our approach share the goal of analyzing how
influential a user is with respect to a specific topic. However, the concepts of topic and
sentiment are kept separate in MISNIS, while they are integrated into our approach because
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it aims to assess the sentiment of users on a topic. Topic and sentiment analysis is also the
core of the approach described in Ref. [50]. This approach considers topics and sentiments
from Reddit posts and comments and aims to analyze them for extracting information
without creating a model.

In Ref. [51], the authors analyze and represent the spread of microblogging topics
and sentiments through two graphs and propose metrics to measure the influence of
stakeholders in that spread. In pursuing this goal, the approach of Ref. [51] has several
similarities with ours. For instance, both are graph-based and define metrics to measure
sentiment diffusion. Unlike Ref. [51], which considers topics and sentiments separately, our
approach integrates these two entities because it analyzes the spread of users’ sentiments
on topics. The approach of Ref. [51] is based on a global analysis that examines the whole
network to identify the stakeholders of interest. In contrast, our approach tends to work on
partitions of the network and not on the global one; in fact, it analyzes how the sentiment
of a user on a topic propagates to its neighborhood. Finally, it considers two orthogonal
types of scope diffusion, namely spatial and temporal ones. This concept is not present in
the approach of Ref. [51].

In Refs. [52,53], the authors analyze changes in topics and sentiment during emer-
gencies. For this purpose, they consider different types of emergencies. In addition, they
analyze the spread and propagation of topics and sentiment for different user stereotypes,
e.g., governments, celebrities, and media. Our paper differs from Refs. [52,53] because
it does not analyze sentiment but the scope of sentiment. Moreover, it proposes a multi-
dimensional (in particular, spatio-temporal) view of scope. Finally, our framework is
general and can be applied to any social network for analyzing the sentiment on topics
under any circumstances. Instead, Refs. [52,53] focus on emergencies.

In particular, as far as temporal scope is concerned, we point out that various studies
have been proposed in the literature, which aim to assess how several single aspects of
scope (e.g., influence, reliability, popularity) evolve over time [54–57]. However, none
of these approaches comprehensively consider the concept of scope but only assesses
individual aspects of it. Moreover, in the reference contexts, the goals they set and the
techniques they use to achieve those goals are very different from the ones adopted in
our approach.

3. The Proposed Model
3.1. A Formal Representation of the Context of Interest

Before presenting our model, it is necessary to provide a formalization of the context
in which it operates. This context concerns a social platform whose users can publish posts
and comments. We assume that both posts and comments consist mainly of text; if there are
other types of content, these are only to accompany the text. A user publishes a comment
when she wants to reply to a previously published post or comment.

We employ the symbol U = {u1, · · · , ul} to represent the set of users operating in our
context, the symbol P = {p1, · · · , pm} to denote the set of posts published by the users of
U in a time interval T, and the symbol C = {c1, · · · , cn} to indicate the sets of comments
posted by these users in T. Given a user ui ∈ U , we adopt the symbol Pi (resp., Ci) to
denote the subset of the posts (resp., comments) of P (resp., C) published by her.

As specified in the Introduction, one of the most important factors to consider in our
analysis is time. Therefore, a way to model it is in order. To this end, given an overall time
interval of interest, we can think of modeling it as an ordered sequence of z time slices,
T = T1, · · · , Tz. For example, T could be a certain month, say August 2022, and it could
be represented as a succession of 31 time slices, one for each day. It is advisable that our
representation of time should allow the indexing of the sequence of time slices. In other
words, it should be possible to select only a particular interval of contiguous time slices of
T (e.g., the second decade of August 2022). To this end, our time model uses the notation
T[x..y], 1 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ z, to denote the interval of contiguous time slices in T that begins at Tx
and ends at Ty. If x = y, then it means that we want to take a single time slice; in this case,
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we will use the abbreviated notations Tx or T[x] to represent T[x..x]. If x = 1 and y = z,
then it means we are considering the overall interval of interest; in this case, we will use
the abbreviated notation T, instead of T[1..z], to denote that interval.

The previous notation about time intervals and slices can be extended to the other sets
of the model. Specifically, we denote by P [x..y] ⊆ P (resp., C[x..y] ⊆ C) the subset of posts
(resp., comments) published in the time interval T[x..y] and by P [x] (resp., C[x]) the subset
of posts (resp., comments) published in the time slice x. Finally, we use the abbreviated
notation P (resp., C) to indicate the overall set of posts P [1..z] (resp., comments C[1..z])
published in the overall time interval T.

Two additional concepts that play a key role in our context are the ones of topic
and sentiment tag. A topic is an abstract concept discussed in one or more posts and
comments. Natural Language Processing (NLP) researchers have long studied the issues
of topic modeling and extraction, and proposed a variety of interesting solutions [19,20].
A sentiment tag is a keyword used to summarize the sentiment expressed on a particular
topic. Typical sentiment tags are “pos”, “neg”, and “neu”, to indicate a positive, a negative,
and a neutral sentiment, respectively. In the following, we denote by T = {t1, · · · , tq} the
set of topics extracted from the posts of P and the comments of C, while we denote by
S = {s1, · · · , sr} the set of available sentiments (tags). In the following, to simplify the
discussion, we will use the term “sentiment” instead of “sentiment tag”. Given a topic
tj ∈ T and a sentiment sk ∈ S , we use the pair (tj, sk) to indicate that tj has been tagged
with sk, i.e., that sk has been associated with tj.

3.1.1. Identifying Topics from Posts and Comments

Our framework is independent of the technique adopted for constructing the set T of
topics related to posts and comments. Recall that, in our context, the latter consist mainly
of text and that any other content is only an accompaniment to the text. Consequently,
to construct T , we can use any approach for identifying topics from a given text proposed
in the past literature (see Refs. [19–21] for some surveys on it). Therefore, in the following,
we assume that, given a post p ∈ P (resp., a comment c ∈ C), our framework can employ
a technique capable of deriving topics from p (resp., c), adding them to the overall set
T of topics and associating them with the post p (resp., comment c) from which they
were derived.

3.1.2. Identifying the Sentiments Characterizing Posts and Comments

Our framework is also independent of the technique used for identifying the senti-
ments associated with a text. This issue has been extensively studied in sentiment analysis
research. Here, researchers have proposed several techniques capable of defining, char-
acterizing, and extracting the sentiment expressed in a text (see Refs. [11,13,22] for some
surveys about this topic). In this context, the terms “sentiment tag”, “sentiment value”, or,
simply, “sentiment” have been used equivalently [58].

The technique adopted for identifying sentiments from posts and comments must
examine each post (resp., comment) p ∈ P (resp., c ∈ C), acquire the sentiments that emerge
in it and associate them with the corresponding topics of T referring to p (resp., c). In more
detail, it proceeds as follows: let p (resp., c) be a post (resp., comment) of P (resp., C). It
could consist of a simple text, expressing a single sentiment, or a complex text, expressing
several sentiments that may even conflict with each other. Clearly, the former hypothesis is
a special case of the latter; so, in the following, we will consider the latter directly. In this
case, we assume that p (resp., c) consists of a succession p1, p2, · · · , pw (resp., c1, c2, · · · , cw)
of texts such that each of them expresses a single sentiment. In what follows, we will use
the term “fragment” to refer to each textual content pk (resp., ck), 1 ≤ k ≤ w; in addition, we
will use the symbol fk to generalize pk and ck. Now, the technique described in Section 3.1.1
can be applied on the fragment fk to obtain the set T fk

of topics considered in fk. Then,
any technique proposed in the literature to derive the sentiment expressed in a simple text
(see [11,13,22]) can be applied on fk to determine the sentiment sk characterizing it. At this
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point, for each topic tj ∈ T fk
, we have a pair (tj, sk) indicating that sk is the sentiment on tj

expressed in fk. The set of all the sentiments extracted from all the posts of P and all the
comments of C form the set S of the sentiments that characterize our reference context.

3.2. The Proposed Model

After formalizing the context of interest, in this section we describe our proposed
model. The first element of it is a bipartite support graph B, aiming to enable the storage of
the key information of the reference context. As we will see below, from this rather rich
and complex graph, it is possible to derive more agile ones, which allow us to perform our
analyses more effectively and efficiently. B is defined as follows:

B = 〈N′ ∪ N′′, E′〉 (1)

N′ ∪ N′′ represents the set of nodes of B. Specifically, the nodes in N′ are associated
with users in U . Indeed, each node ni ∈ N′ corresponds to a user ui ∈ U , and vice versa.
Since there is a biunivocal correspondence between a node of N′ and a user of U , we will
use these two terms interchangeably in the following. Each node njk ∈ N′′ corresponds to
a pair (tj, sk), where tj is a topic of T and sk is a sentiment of S . It indicates that tj has been
tagged with sk in at least one post of P or comment of C.

E′ represents the set of edges of B; an edge (ni, njk) ∈ E′ between a node ni ∈ N′ and
a node njk ∈ N′′ indicates that the user ui published at least one post or comment in which
she expressed the sentiment sk on the topic tj. Since ui may have carried out this task more
times in the time interval T, we associate a label lijk with (ni, njk). It indicates the list of
timestamps of the posts and/or comments published by ui in which she expressed the
sentiment sk on the topic tj.

B contains all potentially useful information to enable us to investigate the context of
our interest. However, being a two-mode graph, it is not easy to analyze and manipulate.
Graph theory suggests constructing one or more one-mode graphs from it, each focusing on
a single aspect of interest and operating on them [23]. Now, the object of our analysis is the
spatial and temporal evolution of the scope of the sentiment of users in a social platform.
Consequently, the key aspect to focus on consists of users and their interactions; given
these premises, it is reasonable to construct a user-centered single-mode graph from B in
such a way as to operate directly on it instead of B. This graph is defined as follows:

A = 〈N, E〉 (2)

N represents the set of nodes of A. A node ni ∈ N corresponds to a user ui ∈ U ,
and vice versa. Again, since there is a biunivocal correspondence between a node ni ∈ N
and a user ui ∈ U , we will employ these two terms interchangeably in the following. Clearly,
N is equivalent to the set of nodes N′ of B. E is the set of edges of A. An edge eih = (ni, nh)
belonging to E indicates that the users ui and uh published at least one post/comment
on the same topic and, at least once, ui published a comment on a post/comment of uh,
or vice versa.

As can be seen from its definition, the graph A is very agile and streamlined so that
the analyses performed on it are effective and efficient. In some of these analyses there may
be a need to use data present in B that we do not deem necessary to report in A so as not to
burden this graph (for example, because such data are only rarely used). In these cases, we
define ad hoc functions that retrieve the necessary information from B and complement
our model. For example, if the set of posts on a given topic tj published by a certain user ui
in the time interval T[x..y] were needed, we could define a function that receives ui, tj and
T[x..y], and returns the desired set of posts. In Section 3.2.1, we list the functions needed
for our approach and that complement our model.
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Given the graph A and a topic tj of T , we define the projection Aj of A onto tj as
the graph obtained from A by considering only the nodes corresponding to users who
published at least one post or comment having tj as their topic. More formally:

Aj = 〈N j, Ej〉 (3)

N j represents the set of nodes of Aj. A node ni ∈ N j corresponds to a user ui ∈ U
who published at least one post or comment on the topic tj. Ej represents the set of edges

of Aj. There exists an edge (ni, nh) in Ej if there exists a corresponding edge (ni, nh) in the
graph A.

Given the graph A and the time interval T[x..y], we denote by A[x..y] the “projection
of A” in T[x..y]:

A[x..y] = 〈N[x..y], E[x..y]〉 (4)

A node ni belongs to N[x..y] if the corresponding user ui published at least one
post/comment in T[x..y]. An edge eih ∈ E[x..y] indicates that ui and uh published at least
one post/comment on the same topic in the time interval T[x..y] and that, in the same
interval, at least once, ui published a comment on a post or a comment of uh, or vice versa.
Clearly, A[x] = A[x..x] is the “projection of A” in the time slice Tx and A[1..z] is equivalent
to A.

3.2.1. Functions Complementing Our Model

In this section, we present some support functions that complement our model. They
will be used to formalize the activities performed by our approach. Before describing
them, we feel it is appropriate to introduce some concepts concerning the prevalence or
ambivalence of the sentiment of a user or a community on a topic.

Let ui be a user of U and let tj be a topic of T . We define the positive (resp., negative,
neutral) sentiment degree of ui on tj as the fraction of posts and/or comments on tj published
by ui with which a positive (resp., negative, neutral) sentiment was associated after the
application of the approach described in Section 3.1.2.

Having made these premises, we can now introduce our complement functions.
They are:

• σ+(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and computes the positive sentiment
degree δ+ij of ui on tj. δ+ij ranges in the real interval [0, 1]; the higher its value, the higher
the strength of the positive sentiment. σ+(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the “projection of
σ+(ui, tj)” in the time interval T[x..y]; it performs the same computation as σ+(ui, tj)
but considers only the posts and comments published in the time interval T[x..y].
We indicate by δ+ij [x..y] the corresponding result. Clearly, δ+ij [x] = δ+ij [x..x] is the

“projection of δ+ij ” in the time slice Tx and δ+ij [1..z] is equivalent to δ+ij ;

• σ=(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and computes the neutral sentiment degree
δ=ij of ui on tj. δ=ij ranges in the real interval [0, 1]; the higher its value, the higher the
strength of the neutral sentiment. σ=(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projection of σ=(ui, tj)
in the time interval T[x..y]; δ=ij [x..y] denotes the corresponding result;

• σ−(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and computes the negative sentiment
degree δ−ij of ui on tj. δ−ij ranges in the real interval [0, 1]; the higher its value, the higher
the strength of the negative sentiment. σ−(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projection of
σ−(ui, tj) in the time interval T[x..y]; δ−ij [x..y] denotes the corresponding result;

• ν(ni, λ, gr): It receives a graph gr = 〈N̂, Ê〉, a node ni ∈ N̂ and a positive integer λ and
returns a set of nodes representing the neighborhood of level λ of ni in gr. Formally
speaking:

ν(ni, λ, gr) = {nh|nh ∈ N̂, 〈ni, nh〉 = λ} (5)

Here, 〈ni, nh〉 represents the length of the shortest path from ni to nh in gr;
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• ν(ni, gr): It receives a graph gr = 〈N̂, Ê〉 and a node ni ∈ N̂ and returns the set of
nodes directly connected to ni in gr. In other words, ν(ni, gr) = ν(ni, 1, gr);

• size(gr): It receives a graph gr and returns its size, i.e., the number of its nodes;
• diameter(gr): It receives a graph gr and returns its diameter, i.e., the length of the

longest shortest path between any pair of nodes in gr;
• sps(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and returns true if ui has a strongly

positive sentiment on tj. This happens when σ+(ui, tj) > σ−(ui, tj) and σ+(ui, tj) ≥
σ=(ui, tj). In all the other cases it returns false. sps(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projec-
tion of sps(ui, tj) in the time interval T[x..y];

• wps(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and returns true if ui has a weakly
positive sentiment on tj. This happens when σ+(ui, tj) > σ−(ui, tj) and σ+(ui, tj) <
σ=(ui, tj). In all the other cases it returns false. wps(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projec-
tion of wps(ui, tj) in the time interval T[x..y];

• sns(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and returns true if ui has a strongly
negative sentiment on tj. This happens when σ−(ui, tj) > σ+(ui, tj) and σ−(ui, tj) ≥
σ=(ui, tj). In all the other cases it returns false. sns(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projec-
tion of sns(ui, tj) in the time interval T[x..y];

• wns(ui, tj): It receives a user ui and a topic tj and returns true if ui has a weakly
negative sentiment on tj. This happens when σ−(ui, tj) > σ+(ui, tj) and σ−(ui, tj) <
σ=(ui, tj). In all the other cases it returns false. wns(ui, tj)[x..y] represents the projec-
tion of wns(ui, tj) in the time interval T[x..y].

At the end of this section, we observe that the four functions sps(), wps(), sns(),
and wns() are mutually exclusive, in the sense that at most one of them must be true,
and complete, in the sense that at least one of them must be true. It follows that, in a given
time interval T[x..y], given a user ui ∈ U and a topic tj ∈ T , exactly one of these functions
returns true and all the others return false. This allows us to determine the concept
of sentiment type of ui on tj in the time interval T[x..y]; it represents the sentiment type
associated with that function among the four indicated above that returns true in the time
interval T[x..y]. Clearly, the possible sentiment types are: (i) strongly positive (hereafter,
sp); (ii) weakly positive (hereafter, wp); (iii) weakly negative (hereafter, wn); (iv) strongly
negative (hereafter, sn).

4. The Proposed Approach
4.1. Objective and Research Questions

The main objective of this paper is to introduce a multi-dimensional view of the
scope of the sentiment of a user on one or more topics on any social platform. The paper
also wants to define a framework for sentiment scope evaluation. Getting more specific,
the main research questions the paper wants to answer are the following:

• RQ1: Is it possible to introduce the concept of sentiment scope? In fact, in the past,
scope was defined for users and smart objects, but never for sentiments.

• RQ2: Is it possible to define a temporal view of scope? In fact, in the past literature,
the only view of scope considered was the spatial one.

• RQ3: Is it possible to define a framework for evaluating the space-time scope of a
sentiment of one or more users on any topic in any social platform?

• RQ4: Are there any differences between the scope of negative and positive sentiments?
• RQ5: Are there any differences between the scope of strong and weak sentiments?
• RQ6: How does the scope of the sentiment of a user on one or more topics propagate

to her neighbors?
• RQ7: What kind of behavior do users generally exhibit with respect to a sentiment on

a topic? In other words, is their sentiment stable or swinging?
• RQ8: In showing their sentiments on topics, are users posed and balanced or are they

biased toward positive sentiments or negative ones?

In the next sections, we aim to answer all these research questions.
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4.2. Determining the Spatial Scope of the Sentiment of a User on a Topic

In this section, we illustrate our approach to determine the spatial scope of the senti-
ment of a user ui ∈ U on a topic tj ∈ T . In Section 3.2.1, we have seen that there exist four
possible sentiment types. Consequently, it is possible to determine four kinds of scope, one
for each sentiment type. In this section, we examine all of them starting with the scope
associated with a strongly positive sentiment.

First, let us specify how the spatial scope of ui on tj can be represented. A first
possibility consists of a set Σ+

ij of pairs, as shown in Equation (6):

Σ+
ij = {(u1, δ+1j), (u2, δ+2j), · · · , (ug, δ+gj)} (6)

Each pair (uh, δ+hj), h 6= i, belongs to Σ+
ij and consists of a user uh, directly or indirectly

connected to ui, and the corresponding positive sentiment degree δ+hj on tj.

A second representation consists of a subgraph Aji = 〈N ji , Eji 〉 of Aj. A node nh

belongs to N ji if the corresponding user uh is present in Σ+
ij . Furthermore, ni belongs to

N ji . An arc (nh, nu) belongs to Eji if an arc (nh, nu) also exists in Ej. We call origin of Aji the
node ni corresponding to the user ui.

At this point we can define our approach for computing the spatial scope associated
with a strongly positive sentiment (hereafter referred to as strongly positive spatial scope) of
ui on tj. We represent this approach by defining a function ψ+() shown in Equation (7).
It receives ui, tj and the initially empty set Σ+

ij as parameters. It basically performs a

depth-first search on Aj, starting from ui and selecting a node only if certain constraints are
satisfied for it. It can be formalized as shown in Equation (7):

ψ+(ui, tj, Σ+
ij ) =


{(ui, δ+ij )} ∪

⋃
nh∈ν(ni ,Aj)

ψ+(uh, tj, Σ+
ij ∪ {(ui, δ+ij )}) if sps(ui, tj) = true

and (ui, δ+ij ) 6∈ Σ+
ij

∅ otherwise
(7)

In other words, the function ψ+(), when applied on ui and tj, first checks whether ui
has a strongly positive sentiment on tj. If this is true and the pair (ui, δ+ij ) is not already

present in Σ+
ij , then ψ()+ adds this pair to Σ+

ij . Afterwards, it recursively calls itself by

passing as input each node directly connected to ni inAj. In contrast, if ui has not a strongly
positive sentiment on tj or the pair (ui, δ+ij ) is already present in Σ+

ij , then ψ() simply returns
∅ and the recursion stops.

The strongly negative spatial scope can be defined in a similar way (see Equation (8)).
Again, we can introduce a function ψ−() that receives ui, tj and the initially empty set Σ−ij .

It has an identical behavior to the function ψ+(), except that δ+ij is replaced by δ−ij and the
function sps() is replaced by the function sns(), defined in Section 3.2.1. Its formalization is
shown in Equation (8):

ψ−(ui, tj, Σ−ij ) =


{ui, δ−ij } ∪

⋃
nh∈ν(ni ,Aj)

ψ−(uh, tj, Σ−ij ∪ {(ui, δ−ij )}) if sns(ui, tj) = true

and (ui, δ−ij ) 6∈ Σ−ij
∅ otherwise

(8)

The weakly positive (resp., negative) spatial scope is defined similarly to the strongly
positive (resp., negative) spatial scope. In this case, we introduce a function ξ+() (resp.,
ξ−()) that receives ui, tj and an initially empty set Π+

ij (resp., Π−ij ). Its behavior is identical
to the one of the function ψ+() (resp., ψ−()) except that the function sps() (resp., sns()) is
replaced by the function wps() (resp., wns()). The formalization of ξ+() and ξ−() is shown
in Equations (9) and (10):
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ξ+(ui, tj, Π+
ij ) =


{ui, δ+ij } ∪

⋃
nh∈ν(ni ,Aj)

ξ+(uh, tj, Π+
ij ∪ {(ui, δ+ij )}) if wps(ui, tj) = true

and (ui, δ+ij ) 6∈ Π+
ij

∅ otherwise
(9)

ξ−(ui, tj, Π−ij ) =


{ui, δ−ij } ∪

⋃
nh∈ν(ni ,Aj)

ξ−(uh, tj, Π−ij ∪ {(ui, δ−ij )}) if wns(ui, tj) = true

and (ui, δ−ij ) 6∈ Π−ij
∅ otherwise

(10)

At this point, we have defined the functions for computing the strongly positive (resp.,
negative) spatial scope Σ+

ij (resp., Σ−ij ) and the weakly positive (resp., negative) spatial scope

Π+
ij (resp., Π−ij )). We have also previously seen that it is possible to provide a graph-based

representation of such a scope. In the following, in order not to burden the notation, we will
use the symbol SG+ (resp., SG−,WG+,WG−) to denote the graph-based representation
corresponding to Σ+

ij (resp., Σ−ij , Π+
ij , Π−ij ). Its formalization is reported in Equation (11):

SG+ = 〈SN+, SE+〉
SG− = 〈SN−, SE−〉

WG+ = 〈WN+, WE+〉
WG− = 〈WN−, WE−〉

(11)

By studying some properties of these graphs, it is possible to define a variety of
information regarding the scope of the sentiment of ui on tj.

In what follows we will perform all our analyses with regard to the graph SG+, al-
though everything we will see can be straightforwardly extended to the other three graphs.

The first two properties of the scope of the sentiment of ui on tj that we consider are
its breadth and its depth. Regarding the breadth, it is immediate to think that it can be
obtained by considering the size of SG+, that is, the number |SN+| of its nodes. As far as
the depth is concerned, we recall that SG+ derives from a depth-first search performed
on Aj starting from the node ni, which we have also called the origin of SG+. Therefore,
the depth of the scope can be determined by computing the diameter of SG+, that is,
the maximum length of the minimum paths from ni to any other node of SG+.

An important investigation consists in determining how the strongly positive sen-
timent degree varies as we move away from ni in SG+. To do this, we can consider the
neighborhood of level λ, 1 ≤ λ ≤ d, d = diameter(SG+), obtained by applying the function
ν on ni, λ and SG+. For each neighborhood, it is then possible to compute the average
strongly positive sentiment degree of the nodes belonging to it. Generally, if there were
no interference, as we move away from ni, the average strongly positive sentiment degree
of a neighborhood should decrease because the influence that ni exerts on nodes tends to
decrease. However, it could be the case that, once we move away from ni, there is another
node different from it that exerts an influence on the nodes of the neighborhood of ni. If the
new “influencer” has a discordant sentiment with ni, we might see a steep decrease in
the average strongly positive sentiment degree, or even a reversal of sentiment polarity.
By contrast, if the new “influencer” has a concordant sentiment with ni, we may see a
slowdown in the decline of the average strongly positive sentiment degree, or even a new
growth of it. The correlation that can arise between two scopes is a challenging topic that is,
however, beyond the objective of this paper. Here, we simply provide a tool for computing
the variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree as we move away from ni.

Let ν(ni, λ,SG+) be the neighborhood of level λ, 1 ≤ λ ≤ d = diameter(SG+) of ni in
SG+. The average positive sentiment degree δ+ijλ

of ν(ni, λ,SG+) is defined in Equation (12):
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δ+ijλ
=

∑nh∈ν(ni ,λ,SG+) δ+hj

size(ν(ni, λ,SG+))
(12)

In other words, it is obtained by computing the average strongly positive sentiment
degree of all the nodes belonging to ν(ni, λ,SG+). δ+ijλ

ranges in the real interval [0, 1]; the
higher its value, the higher the strength of the average positive sentiment.

At this point, we have at our disposal a succession of values $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d such that

$+0 = δ+ij , $+h = δ+ijh
, 1 ≤ h ≤ d, d = diameter(SG+). The examination of that succession

can give us some interesting insights into how the average strongly positive sentiment
degree evolves as we move away from ni. It takes into account the decreasing influence of
ni as we move away from it, as well as the possible presence of any interference from other
“influencers”.

By plotting the values of $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d , we get a “spectrum” of the trend of the
strongly positive sentiment degree in the spatial scope of ui. In fact, several interesting
pieces of information can be derived from that spectrum. These include:

• The variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree in the hth section of
the spectrum, defined in Equation (13):

∆+
h = $+h − $+h−1 (13)

• The relative variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree in the hth
section of the spectrum, defined in Equation (14):

∆+
h =

$+h − $+h−1

$+h−1
(14)

• The mean variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree in the hth section
of the spectrum, defined in Equation (15):

∆̂+
h =

$+h − $+0
h

(15)

• The maximum variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree in the hth
section of the spectrum, defined in Equation (16):

∆M+ = max
h=1..v

|∆+
h | (16)

• The minimum variation in the average strongly positive sentiment degree in the hth
section of the spectrum, defined in Equation (17):

∆m+ = min
h=1..v

|∆+
h | (17)

Finally, we can analyze the monotonicity of the succession $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d . In partic-
ular, we are interested in whether it is monotonically non-increasing. This occurs when
$+h ≤ $+h−1. In fact, if such a condition is not satisfied, we can say that, as we move away
from ni, there is at least one further “influencer” with a sentiment concordant with the one
of ni that is acting on the nodes of the neighborhoods of ni. Otherwise, it could be that
there is no other “influencer” interfering with ni or that such an “influencer” is present but
with a discordant sentiment with the one of ni.

What we have seen now are just some of the analyses we can perform on spatial scope.
They allow us to give an idea of the potential of this concept. Many other analyses could
be thought of simply by applying concepts from mathematical analysis to the succession
$+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d or concepts from graph theory to the graph SG+.
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Finally, it is worth emphasizing again that all the analyses we have previously done
on SG+ could be straightforwardly extended to SG−,WG+ andWG−.

4.3. Determining the Temporal Scope of the Sentiment of a User on a Topic

In this section, we illustrate our approach to determine the temporal scope of the
sentiment of the user ui ∈ U on a topic tj ∈ T . In Section 3.2.1, we introduced two concepts
on sentiment scope, namely sentiment type and sentiment degree of ui on tj. These two
concepts play a key role in the analysis of temporal scope. Recall that the sentiment type
of ui on tj can be strongly positive (sp), weakly positive (wp), weakly negative (wn), and
strongly negative (sn). Instead, the sentiment degree of ui on tj is given by the value of
the parameter δ+ij , in case the sentiment type is sp or wp, or the value of the parameter δ−ij ,
in case it is wn or sn.

The temporal scope of ui on tj in the time interval T[x..y] can be represented by an
ordered list of pairs, as shown in Equations (18)–(20).

Θij[x..y] = [(τx, θx), (τx+1, θx+1), · · · , (τy, θy)] (18)

τb =


sp if sps(ui, tj)[b] = true
wp if wps(ui, tj)[b] = true
wn if wns(ui, tj)[b] = true
sn if sns(ui, tj)[b] = true

(19)

θb =

{
δ+ij [b] if (sps(ui, tj)[b] = true) or (wps(ui, tj)[b] = true)
δ−ij [b] if (wns(ui, tj)[b] = true) or (sns(ui, tj)[b] = true)

(20)

Recall that sps(ui, tj)[b] (resp., wps(ui, tj)[b], wns(ui, tj)[b], sns(ui, tj)[b]) represents the
projection of sps(ui, tj) (resp., wps(ui, tj), wns(ui, tj), sns(ui, tj)) in the time slice Tb (see
Section 3.2.1). Analogously δ+ij [b] (resp., δ−ij [b]) denotes the value returned by the function
σ+(ui, tj) (resp., σ−(ui, tj)) when projected in the time slice Tb (see, again, Section 3.2.1).

Clearly, by moving from a time instant Tb to a time instant Tb+1 the value of τ can
remain unvaried or change and the value of θ can increase, decrease, or remain constant.
Each combination of the trend of these two parameters at the transition from Tb to Tb+1
gives us interesting information about the time trend of the sentiment degree of ui on tj.
For example:

• If both τb and τb+1 are equal to sp:

– if θb+1 > θb, it means that the sentiment degree is strengthening;
– if θb+1 = θb, it means that the sentiment degree is static;
– if θb+1 < θb, it means that, although a strongly positive sentiment still character-

izes ui, it is weakening.

• If τb = sp and τb+1 = wp, it means that the posts and comments on tj published
by ui in which she shows a neutral sentiment, are increasing. This increase is such
that they exceed the ones in which ui shows a positive sentiment. The number of
posts/comments with a positive sentiment continues to be greater than the number of
posts/comments with a negative sentiment. However, at the time slice Tb+1 we are
seeing a weakening of the positivity of the sentiment of ui on tj, compared to the time
slice Tb.

• If τb = sp and τb+1 = wn, it means that ui is changing her sentiment on tj. This
change is not yet radical, since there is a prevalence of neutral posts/comments over
negative ones.

• If τb = sp and τb+1 = sn, it means that ui has completely changed her sentiment on tj.
The greater the gap between θb and θb+1 and the greater the change occurred.

Similarly, suitable information can be extracted in case τb = wp, τb = wn or, finally,
τb = sp.
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Analogously to what we have seen for spatial scope, several measures can also be
defined for temporal scope. They allow us to get a quantitative view of the changes in the
sentiment degree of ui on tj over a time interval. Some of these measures are the following
(in defining these measures, we will refer to the time slices Tb and Tb−1, instead of the time
slices Tb and Tb+1, to bring their definition in line with that of the metrics for spatial scope,
explained in Section 4.2.):

• The variation in the sentiment degree between the time slices Tb−1 and Tb. It can be
defined in Equation (21):

Λb = θb − θb−1 (21)

• The relative variation in the sentiment degree between the time slices Tb−1 and Tb. It
can be defined in Equation (22):

Λb =
θb − θb−1
|θb−1|

(22)

• The mean variation in the sentiment degree in the time interval T[x..y]. It is defined in
Equation (23):

Λ̂ =
θy − θx

y− x
(23)

• The maximum variation in the sentiment degree in the time interval T[x..y]. It is
defined in Equation (24):

ΛM+ = max
b=x..y

|Λb| (24)

• The minimum variation in the sentiment degree in the time interval T[x..y]. It is
defined in Equation (25):

Λm+ = min
b=x..y

|Λb| (25)

In addition to defining appropriate metrics to measure the change in the sentiment
of ui on tj, we can check whether the succession of the values of the sentiment degree in
the interval T[x..y] is monotonic or not. This information must be closely coupled with
that related to sentiment type. In particular, if the succession of values θx, θx+1, · · · , θy
is monotonically non-increasing, it means that, in the time interval T[x..y], the sentiment
of ui on tj is not strengthening and, rather, it is presumably decreasing. Such a decrease
could cause the sentiment type to go from strongly positive to weakly positive, weakly
negative, or even strongly negative. On the other hand, if the previous succession of values
is monotonically non-decreasing, it means that, in the time interval T[x..y], the sentiment
of ui on tj is not weakening, and, rather, it is presumably strengthening. In this case, we
might see reverse transitions from the previous case, e.g., from strongly negative to weakly
negative, weakly positive, and strongly positive.

The previous succession may also not be monotonic. In this case, the measures on
changes in sentiment degree defined above could be extremely useful. It might also be
useful to determine how often the change from one type of sentiment to another occurs,
or how often the change from an increasing to a decreasing trend occurs, or vice versa.

Analogously to the spatial scope, those seen above are just some of the analyses that
can be performed on the temporal scope. Many other analyses could be performed by
applying the concepts of mathematical analysis or time series analysis to the succession of
values θx, θx+1, · · · , θy.

5. Experimental Campaign
5.1. Dataset Description

To build a dataset capable of supporting our experiments, we chose Reddit as the
reference social platform. We carried out such a choice because: (i) Reddit is very popular
(in fact, it currently ranks 11th among the most visited sites according to Visual Capitalist
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(www.visualcapitalist.com (accessed on 12 September 2022))); (ii) it allows posts and
comments on any topic; and (iii) its data are easily accessible through pushshift.io [59];
the latter is a data repository that allows people to download data related to Reddit
comments and posts through a suitable API.

In building our dataset we focused on the posts and comments of one particular
subreddit, namely /r/worldnews. The reasons for this choice lie in the fact that it has already
been used as a reference subreddit in previous analyses (see Refs. [60–62]) and in the fact
that it is one of the most complete and neutral news-related subreddits.

Specifically, through pushshift.io, we retrieved all posts and comments, along with
the corresponding metadata, published in this subreddit from 25 February 2022 to 25 March
2022. The number of posts taken into account is equal to 9884 while the number of
comments is equal to 633,371.

Once the data of interest were downloaded from pushshift.io, we performed ETL
(Extraction, Transformation, and Loading) activities on them. Specifically: (i) we removed
all posts and comments published by users who had left Reddit; (ii) we removed all posts
and comments that did not have textual content or were written in a language other than
English; (iii) we selected only those posts and comments related to a specific discussion
theme. Regarding the latter, the choice was complex as it was important to select a specific,
but sufficiently broad, theme with many facets, and thus many topics. Based on this
reasoning, our choice fell on the armed conflict in Ukraine that began on 24 February 2022.

After filtering and other ETL activities, the final number of posts in the dataset is 2703,
which is 27.12% of the initial ones. In contrast, the final number of comments is 82,617,
which is 13.21% of the initial ones. In Table 1, we report some of the main characteristics of
the final dataset. In addition to the information mentioned above, this table reports some
further interesting information. In particular, we can see that the number of authors in our
dataset is 4219. Among them only 119 published both posts and comments. This number
is clearly very low; in particular, it is 26.50% of the authors publishing posts and 3.14% of
those publishing comments.

Table 1. Some main parameters of the dataset adopted for our experiments.

Parameter Value

No. of posts 2703
No. of comments 82,617
No. of (distinct) authors 4219

No. of (distinct) authors publishing posts 449
No. of (distinct) authors publishing comments 3787
No. of (distinct) authors publishing both posts and comments 119

In Figure 1, we show the distribution of comments against posts, while in Figure 2
we report the distribution of comments against score. Both figures are in log-log scale. By
examining them we can observe that both distributions follow power laws. Table 2 reports
the values of the corresponding coefficients α and δ.

www.visualcapitalist.com
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Figure 2. Distribution of comments against score (log-log scale).

Table 2. Values of α and δ of the power law distributions for the considered dataset—∗ These values
were computed considering the absolute values of scores.

Distribution α δ

Figure 1 1.8408 0.0419
Figure 2 (left) ∗ 2.9262 0.0418
Figure 2 (right) 2.0383 0.0136

5.2. Identification of Topics and Sentiments

In Section 3.1.1, we saw that our framework is independent of the technique used for
constructing the set T of topics. In our experimental campaign, we adopted BERTopic [63]
to obtain T . BERTopic is based on BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Trans-
formers). The latter is a powerful deep learning-based framework for performing NLP
tasks on texts. More specifically, it is a topic modeling technique that exploits transform-
ers [64] and c-TF-IDF [65] to create dense clusters from which easily interpretable topics
can be derived. BERTopic receives a set of documents as input and returns the list of
topics covered in them. It also associates each topic thus obtained with a description and a
count. The former consists of the set of words characterizing the topic. The latter indicates
the number of documents mentioning it. Given a document, BERTopic is always able to
determine a set of topics that characterize it.

We applied BERTopic to the 2703 posts and 82,617 comments in the dataset and
obtained a set T of 101 topics. Table 3 shows some examples of the extracted topics.
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Table 3. Some examples of the topics and their descriptions extracted by BERTopic.

Topic Description

t1 {invasion, invade, mission}
t2 {nato, defence, member, treaty}
t3 {bunker, underground}

After constructing the set T of topics, we turned to consider the sentiments characteriz-
ing the posts and comments published by users. In this activity, we used roBERTa-base [66].
This system was trained on approximatively 124 million tweets published from January
2018 to December 2021. Next, it was expressively fine-tuned for sentiment analysis using
the TweetEval benchmark [67]. We decided to use roBERTa-base because there is a strongly
similarity between the shape of texts characterizing tweets and the one of texts in posts and
comments of Reddit. In fact, in both cases, we are in the presence of fast-paced messages
employed to express opinions and thoughts in general.

The set of sentiments that can be derived by roBERTa-base are those typically used
in sentiment analysis, namely “pos”, “neg”, and “neu”. They are also the sentiments
considered in our model, as we have seen in Section 3.1. Therefore, the set S of sentiments
is S = { “pos”, “neg”, “neu” }. Table 4 shows some examples of fragments, along with the
corresponding sentiments, derived by roBERTa-base. Let fk be a fragment of a comment or
a post (as mentioned in Section 3.1.2, fk can coincide with a whole comment or a whole post,
if these are characterized by a single sentiment.) characterized by a single sentiment. Let sk
be the sentiment that roBERTa-base derived for fk. Finally, let T fk

be the set of topics of fk
identified by BERTopic. Then, the joint use of BERTopic and roBERTa-base on fk allows us
to extract a pair (tj, sk) for each element tj of T fk

. Such a pair indicates that the sentiment sk
was associated with the topic tj in fk. As previously pointed out, 101 topics were identified
in our dataset. From them, 302 pairs of the type (tj, fk) were obtained.

Table 4. Some examples of fragments and their sentiments derived by roBERTa-base (swear words
are partially masked).

Fragment Sentiment

“It makes me hopeful too. We need to find a way to get NATO forces engaged.” pos
“But it’s a f***ing kid that got killed by that c**t” neg
“Anyone know when this interview took place? NBC has no time stamp on the video” neu

5.3. Descriptive Analysis of the Graphs A, SG+, SG−,WG+, andWG−

In this section, we present a descriptive analysis of the graphs A, SG+, SG−,WG+.
andWG− obtained from our dataset. This analysis allows us to identify some features of
these graphs that will be useful in the next experiments. It also allows us to identify the
first differences among the four graphs SG+, SG−,WG+, andWG−, and thus among the
trends of the various sentiment types that we defined in this paper.

We begin our analysis from the graph A. Recall that this is a user-centered, single
mode graph representing user interactions. Specifically, an edge in A indicates that the
users associated with the corresponding nodes published at least one post or comment on
the same topic and, further, that one of the two users commented on at least one post or
comment of the other.

In Table 5, we report the values of some features of the graph A. In particular, we
consider the number of nodes, the number of arcs, the density, and the clustering coefficient.
Clearly, the number of nodes of A is equal to the number of distinct authors in the dataset,
and thus to 4219. The number of arcs of A is 32,648 and, consequently, the density is
0.0018, which is a very low value. This can be explained both by taking into account the
average number of comments posted by each user, which is 19.58, and by considering
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that the condition of existence of an arc in A is very stringent. In fact, an arc exists in A if
at least one of the comments of one of its nodes refers to a post or comment of the other
node. The clustering coefficient is equal to 0.0349. This value is quite high if we consider
the low density of A. It implies that this graph consists of several components strongly
internally connected and weakly coupled together. Some of these components may also
be disconnected from all the others. This is already an interesting result found through
our analysis. Indeed, it tells us that in the r/worldnews subreddit, users tend to organize
themselves into high cohesive and weakly coupled communities.

Table 5. Some basic properties of the graph A.

Property Value

Number of nodes 4219
Number of edges 32,648
Density 0.0018
Clustering coefficient 0.0349

Having analyzed the graph A, we now turn to the analysis of the graphs SG+, SG−,
WG+, andWG−. As we saw in Section 4.2, each of these graphs is related to a pair (ui, tj),
where ui is a user and tj is a topic. The four graphs are associated with the four possible
sentiment types; in particular, the graph SG+ (resp., SG−,WG+ andWG−) is associated
with the strongly positive (resp., strongly negative, weakly positive, weakly negative)
spatial scope. Essentially, these graphs represent the spatial spread of the scope related to a
user ui discussing a topic tj. Recall that, given the pair (ui, tj), only one of the four graphs
can exist in a given time interval, depending on the sentiment type that ui had shown for
tj in that time interval. Since each graph is associated with a pair (ui, tj), in our analysis
we considered all possible pairs of users (ui, tj) in the various time slices of the dataset
and, for each of them, we calculated its breadth (which coincides with the number of its
nodes) and its depth (which coincides with its diameter). Finally, we aggregated the results
based on sentiment type, obtaining average values for each graph types. These are shown
in Table 6.

Table 6. Average values of breadth and depth for the graphs SG+, SG−,WG+, andWG−.

Property SG+ SG− WG+ WG−

Average breadth 143 187 89 124
Average depth 7.8 8.4 6.9 7.3

The examination of this table reveals additional interesting insights. First of all,
the differences among the four graphs under examination mainly concern the average
breadth, while the values of the average depth are more similar. In addition, we can
observe that for both the average breadth and the average depth the graphs associated with
negative sentiments have higher values than the corresponding graphs associated with
positive sentiments. This is in line with several researches proposed in the past literature
whose authors found that negative sentiments tend to spread more easily than positive
ones [68–72]. Finally, we can observe that, for both average breadth and average depth,
the graphs associated with weak sentiments have lower values than the corresponding
graphs associated with strong ones. This is in line with other studies proposed in the
past literature where it has been shown that the stronger a sentiment is, the more people
resonate with it, and the likelier it is they will spread it to others [71,73,74].
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5.4. Experiments on Spatial Scope
5.4.1. Variation of the Spatial Scope against the Neighborhood Level

We began our experiments on spatial scope by analyzing how it varies against the
neighborhood level and whether this variation differs for the different sentiment types.
To conduct this analysis we proceeded as follows.

Let us first consider the case in which the sentiment type is strongly positive. In
Section 4.2, we have seen that, in this case, the graph representing the scope is SG+ and
the average positive sentiment degree of the neighbors of level λ of the user ui on the
topic tj is δ+ijλ

, as shown in Equation (12). We have also seen that the trend of this degree

against ν is given by a succession of values $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d such that $+0 = δ+ij , $+h = δ+ijh
,

1 ≤ h ≤ d, d = diameter(SG+). In other words, this succession measures the variation of
the ui’s capability of influencing the sentiment on tj as we move away from her in the social
platform, also taking into account the possible interference of other users.

In Section 5.3, we have seen that the average depth (which coincides with the average
diameter) of SG+ is 7.8. Therefore, in the current analysis, we consider a value of h ranging
from 0 to 7.

Consider, now, all possible pairs of users (ui, tj) such that ui showed a strongly positive
sentiment on tj. For each of these pairs, we performed all the computations specified above
and constructed the succession $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d . The latter tells us how the average value of
the sentiment degree on tj of the neighbors of level h, 0 ≤ h ≤ 7, of the users showing a
strongly positive sentiment on tj varies against the increase of h. In other words, it shows
how the influence of the users having a strongly positive sentiment on tj varies as we move
away from them in the social platform, also taking into account the possible interference
of other users. Finally, we computed the mean of all the values of $+0 , $+1 , · · · , $+d over the
possible pairs of users (ui, tj). These mean values are graphically reported in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Variation of the mean value of the sentiment degree on tj of users against the neighborhood
level they belong to.

Similarly, we computed the succession of the mean values of the average sentiment
degree on tj of the neighbors of level h of the users showing a strongly negative (resp.,
weakly positive, weakly negative) sentiment on tj. It indicates the variation of the influence
of the users having a strongly negative (resp., weakly positive, weakly negative) sentiment
on tj as we move away from them in the social platform, also taking into account the
possible interference of other users. In this case, based on Table 6, h should range from 0 to
8 (resp., 6, 7). The values of this succession are graphically reported in Figure 3.
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From the analysis of this figure, we can deduce several useful information about the
trend of the spatial scope for the different sentiment types. As we might expect, whatever
the sentiment type, as the neighborhood level increases, the average sentiment degree (and,
thus, the influence of the corresponding users regarding the sentiment on a topic) decreases.
As for the different types of scope, we can observe that the users with negative sentiment
have a greater influence than the ones with positive sentiment, and the users with strong
sentiment have a greater influence than the ones with a weak sentiment. This is in line with
the results described in Section 5.3 and those found in the past literature [68–74].

The analysis of Figure 3 shows that the influence of users with strongly negative
sentiment degree, besides being generally strong, decreases smoothly. This suggests that it
is not affected by any interference from other users. When we turn to users with strongly
positive sentiment degree, we can see that there is always a decrease of their influence,
but this is somewhat more irregular. This indicates that the influence of this type of users
may be affected, although not decisively, by the interference from other users. At some time
slices, this interference can accelerate the influence decrease, while, at other time slices, it is
able to slow it down. However, it is not able to reverse the trend. As for users with weak
sentiment degree, we can observe that the trend is more irregular. Overall, the values are
lower than the corresponding ones of the users with strongly negative sentiment degree.
In addition, the interference from other users is stronger. In fact, it does not only make
the decrease irregular, but is also able to reverse the trend at some points, although only
for short stretches. All the peculiarities characterizing the influence of users with weakly
negative sentiment degree occur even more strongly for the influence of users with weakly
positive sentiment degree. In this case, the trend is even more irregular and its inversions
are more frequent and pronounced.

As we have seen in Section 4.2, starting from the successions shown in Figure 3,
we can derive several other interesting information. In particular, as for the succession
corresponding to the average strongly positive sentiment degree, we have that:

• ∆+
1 = −0.05; ∆+

2 = −0.07; ∆+
3 = −0.10; ∆+

4 = −0.12; ∆+
5 = −0.12; ∆+

6 = −0.14;
∆+

7 = −0.18.
• ∆+

1 = − 0.05
0.92 = −0.05; ∆+

2 = − 0.07
0.87 = −0.08; ∆+

3 = −0.13; ∆+
4 = −0.17; ∆+

5 = −0.21;

∆+
6 = −0.30; ∆+

7 = −0.56.

• ∆̂+
1 = − 0.87−0.92

1 = −0.05; ∆̂+
2 = − 0.80−0.92

2 = −0.06; ∆̂+
3 = −0.07; ∆̂+

4 = −0.09;

∆̂+
5 = −0.09; ∆̂+

6 = −0.10; ∆̂+
7 = −0.11.

• ∆M+ = max(0.05, 0.07, 0.10, 0.12, 0.12, 0.14, 0.18) = 0.18.
• ∆m+ = min(0.05, 0.07, 0.10, 0.12, 0.12, 0.14, 0.18) = 0.05.

Similarly, we can compute the corresponding parameter values for the other succes-
sions we examined above.

Furthermore, we can say that the successions related to SG− and SG+ are mono-
tonically non-increasing. In contrast, the successions related toWG− andWG+ are non-
monotone.

Finally, as specified in Section 4.2, many other analyses can be conducted on the
successions and on the graphs SG+, SG−,WG+ andWG− for extracting more information.
For example, we can observe that the succession corresponding to WG− presents only
one trend reversal while the succession corresponding toWG+ shows two trend reversals,
which also have a larger magnitude. This also allows us to say numerically and objectively
that the latter succession is more irregular than the former.

5.4.2. Relationship between Density and Clustering Coefficient and Spatial Scope

In the previous sections, we have seen some analyses allowing us to derive information
on a spatial scope from its representation through a graph. In particular, we have illustrated
what information on a spatial scope can be derived from the breadth and depth of the
corresponding graph, as well as from the analysis of the variation of the sentiment against
the neighborhood levels. In this section, we want to continue in this direction by considering
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some Social Network Analysis and graph theory parameters and seeing if and how they
can support us in gaining a deeper understanding of scope. In particular, we will focus on
density and average clustering coefficient.

In Section 5.3, we have computed the values of these two parameters for the graph
A, and we have seen that they are low; then, we have provided an explanation for this
behavior. In this section, we want to see what happens for the graphs SG+, SG−,WG+,
andWG− associated with the various sentiment types.

To answer that question, we computed the density and the average clustering co-
efficient for all the graphs of types SG+ (resp., SG−, WG+, and WG−) associated with
the pairs (ui, tj) such that ui showed a strongly positive (resp., strongly negative, weakly
positive, weakly negative) sentiment on tj. Then, we averaged the values obtained for each
graph type. In Table 7, we report the corresponding results.

Table 7. Average values of density and average clustering coefficient for the graphs of type SG+,
SG−,WG+ andWG−.

Property SG+ SG− WG+ WG−

Average Density 0.0242 0.0288 0.162 0.0184
Average Clustering Coefficient 0.2215 0.2417 0.1918 0.2012

From the analysis of this table, we can see that the values of the density and the
average clustering coefficient of the graph SG+ (resp., SG−,WG+ andWG−) are much
higher than those of the graphA. This can be explained by considering how the graph SG+
(resp., SG−,WG+ andWG−) is constructed. In fact, such a construction starts from a node
serving as the root and gradually adds nodes belonging to the various neighborhoods of the
root, along with the corresponding arcs, as long as the conditions expressed in the function
ψ+() (respectively, ψ−(), ξ+(), ξ−()) in Equation (7) (resp., (8)–(10)) are satisfied. This way
of proceeding tends to favor the construction of dense and compact graphs obtained as
subgraphs of the connected component of A on which their root node is located. When
the boundary of the connected component is reached, the construction of SG+ (resp., SG−,
WG+ and WG−) stops. Such a construction also tends to stop when arriving at sparse
areas of the graph A.

Another important information we can derive from examining Table 7 concerns the
fact that the density of the graphs associated with strong sentiments is greater than that of
the graphs associated with weak sentiments. This difference becomes much less marked
if we consider the average clustering coefficient instead of the density. In contrast, there
is no great difference between the parameters of the graphs associated with positive
sentiments and those of the graphs associated with negative sentiments. This result,
coupled with the ones obtained in the previous sections, suggests to us that the negativity
of a sentiment is able to increase the intensity of its transmission but it is not able to increase,
except marginally, the number of connections activated by users for its transmission.

5.5. Experiments on Temporal Scope
5.5.1. Variation of the Scope over Time for Each Sentiment Type

This test is dual to the one we conducted for the spatial scope in Section 5.4.1. In fact, it
aims to evaluate the trend of the sentiment degree over time and how it differs for different
sentiment types. The time interval we considered is the reference interval for our dataset,
which is the interval from 25 February 2022 to 25 March 2022.

In Section 4.3, we have seen that, given a user ui and a topic tj, the temporal scope of ui
on tj in the time interval T[x..y] is represented by an ordered list of pairs (see Equation (18)),
one for each time slice in the interval. The generic pair (τb, θb) denotes the sentiment type
(τb) and the sentiment degree (θb). Recall that our model associates only one sentiment type
with a user ui and a topic tj in a time slice Tb. Both values can vary when passing from one
time slice to another.
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We carried out this experiment as follows: given a time slice Tb (which coincided in
practice with a day of the time interval relative to our dataset), we identified all possible
pairs (ui, tj) such that, in the time interval Tb, the user ui expressed a sentiment on the topic
tj. Then, for each of these pairs, we determined the sentiment type τijb expressed by ui on
tj in Tb and the corresponding sentiment degree θijb .

At this point, we partitioned the pairs (ui, tj) based on the corresponding sentiment
types in Tb and, for each partition, we computed the average value of the sentiment degree.
In this way, we obtained four average values of sentiment degree, i.e., θsn

b , θ
sp
b , θwn

b and

θ
wp
b , one for each sentiment type. Finally, we repeated these tasks for each time slice of the

considered interval. The results obtained are shown in Figure 4, while in Table 8 we report
the values of some statistical measures computed over the whole time period of interest for
the four cases under consideration.
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Figure 4. Variation over time of the average value of the sentiment degree associated with each
sentiment type.

Table 8. Values of some statistic measures computed over the whole time period for sn, sp, wn,
and wp.

Parameter sn sp wn wp

Max 0.92 0.88 0.79 0.73
Min 0.90 0.81 0.72 0.63
Mean 0.91 0.84 0.75 0.67
Standard deviation 0.003 0.018 0.017 0.029

From the analysis of Figure 4 and Table 8 we can derive some interesting knowledge
patterns on temporal scope. First, we observe that the values of the average sentiment
degree are generally very high, since they range from a maximum of 0.92 to a minimum
of 0.63.

In addition, we can observe that the trend of the average sentiment degree for strong
sentiments is generally higher than that for the corresponding weak sentiments. In fact,
Table 8 shows that the average sentiment degree is equal to 0.91 and 0.84 for strong
sentiments, while it is equal to 0.75 and 0.67 for weak ones. This confirms what we had
already found in Section 5.4.1 for spatial scope. In addition to this, we can observe that
the trend over time for strong sentiments is more constant than for weak ones. In fact,
in Table 8, we can see that the standard deviation of the sentiment degree is equal to 0.003
and 0.018 for strong sentiments, while it is equal to 0.017 and 0.029 for weak ones. This is a
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new knowledge pattern about the trend of sentiment degree that we were able to obtain
thanks to the introduction of temporal scope in this paper. It is in line with the previous
results in the literature regarding strong and weak sentiments [71,73,74]. It can be explained
by considering that strong sentiments correspond to very marked polarizations, and thus
are unlikely to change over time, contrary to what happens for weak sentiments.

A second interesting result that can be observed from Figure 4 and Table 8 concerns
the trends of negative versus positive sentiments. In fact, we can observe that the values of
negative sentiment degrees are on average higher than those of positive sentiment degrees.
As evidence of this, Table 8 shows that the average sentiment degree is equal to 0.91 and 0.75
for negative sentiments, while it is equal to 0.84 and 0.67 for positive ones. This represents
a confirmation of the results already found for the spatial scope in Section 5.4.1. In addition
to this, we can observe that the time trend for negative sentiments is more constant than
that for the corresponding positive sentiments. In fact, in Table 8 the standard deviation of
the sentiment degree is equal to 0.003 and 0.017 for negative sentiments, while it is equal
to 0.018 and 0.029 for positive ones. The latter knowledge pattern is new to the literature
and could only be extracted due to the introduction of temporal scope. It is in line with the
previous results found in the literature regarding positive and negative sentiments [68–72].

By integrating all the derived information, it follows that the strongest and most stable
sentiment is the strongly negative one; it is unlikely to be changed over time. In contrast,
the ficklest sentiment is the weakly positive one. Indeed, it can be modified over time by
acting appropriately on users. As for the modification possibility, the strongly positive and
the weakly negative sentiments lie somewhere between the two extremes.

5.5.2. Analysis of User Stereotypes

In the previous section, we focused on the temporal variation of the average values of
sentiment degree. Instead, in this section, we want to analyze the temporal variation of the
sentiment degree of single users on specific topics. In particular, we want to define some
user stereotypes and check whether and to what extent they are present in our dataset.
More specifically, the stereotypes we define are reported in Table 9. It is worth pointing
out that these are stereotypes defined by us taking into consideration the semantics of the
various sentiment types and the potential usefulness of them. However, new stereotypes
may be defined in the future, should the need arise.

Table 9. Some possible user stereotypes.

User Stereotype Definition

sp-user (strongly positive user) on tj This is a user who always showed a sentiment of type sp on tj when
she expressed her opinions during the time interval T[x..y].

sn-user (strongly negative user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with sn instead of sp.

wp-user (weakly positive user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with wp instead of sp.

wn-user (weakly negative user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with wn instead of sp.

nn-user (non-negative user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with sp or wp instead of sp (Recall that a
user can show only one sentiment type on a topic tj in a time slice;
however, she can show different sentiments on tj in different time
slices of T[x..y]).

np-user (non-positive user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with sn or wn instead of sp.

w-user (weak user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with wp or wn instead of sp.
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Table 9. Cont.

User Stereotype Definition

s-user (strong user) on tj
Similar to the sp-user but with sp or sn instead of sp.

super-sp-user (super strongly positive user) This is a user who always showed a sentiment of type sp on all the
topics she discussed during T[x..y].

super-sn-user (super strongly negative user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with sn instead of sp.

super-wp-user (super weakly positive user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with wp instead of sp.

super-wn-user (super weakly negative user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with wn instead of sp.

super-nn-user (super non-negative user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with sp or wp instead of sp.

super-np-user (super non-positive user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with sn or wn instead of sp.

super-w-user (super weak user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with wp or wn instead of sp.

super-s-user (super strong user)
Similar to the super-sp-user but with sp or sn instead of sp.

sw-user (swinging user) on tj This is a user who showed all the four sentiment types on tj during
T[x..y].

ss-user (super swinging user) This is a user who behaved as a sw-user on every topic she discussed
during T[x..y].

p-user (posed user) This is a user who was sp-user for at least one topic, sn-user for at
least a second topic, wp-user for at least a third topic, and wn-user for
at least a fourth topic. In other words, she demonstrated the ability to
express the full range of sentiments depending on the topic.

After defining stereotypes, we computed how many users in our dataset could be
associated with each of them. Recall that our dataset includes 4219 users and 101 topics.
The number of potential pairs (ui, tj), such that ui is a user and tj is a topic, is 426,119, while
the number of actual pairs in the dataset is 130,794. The number of users associated with
the various stereotypes that we defined is reported in Table 10.

From the analysis of this table, we can deduce some interesting insights. First, we
observe that: (i) the number of sn-users (resp., super-sn-users) is greater than the one
of sp-users (resp., super-sp-users); (ii) the number of wn-users (resp., super-wn-users) is
greater than the one of wp-users (resp., super-wp-users); (iii) the number of np-users (resp.,
super-np-users) is greater than the one of nn-users (resp., super-nn-users). This is in line
with what we have seen in the previous sections and in the literature regarding the trend of
positive and negative user sentiments. Similarly, we can observe that: (i) the number of
sn-users (resp., super-sn-users) is greater than the one of wn-users (resp., super-wn-users);
(ii) the number of sp-users (resp., super-sp-users) is greater than the one of wp-users (resp.,
super-wp-users). This result is also in line with what we have seen in the previous sections
and in the literature regarding strong and weak sentiments.

On the other hand, it is interesting to note that the number of w-users (resp., super-w-
users) is greater than the one of s-users (resp., super-s-users). This might seem a contradic-
tion to the previous results in this section and to the ones in the previous sections. In fact,
this is not the case; this phenomenon can be explained by taking into account that the senti-
ments wp and wn are somewhat “contiguous”. Therefore, it is easier for a user to switch
from one to the other without ever reaching strong sentiments. In contrast, the sentiments
sp and sn are extreme; to be s-user or super-s-user, one could have to oscillate between
these two extreme sentiments without ever going through the weak sentiments that lie in
between. This is much more difficult than a context in which a user oscillates between two
weak sentiments.
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A further observation concerns the very low number of swinging users. This is
explained by the fact that it is really difficult for a user to have four different sentiment
types on the same topic. Even the number of super-s-users is so low that we can assume
that their presence is more of a bias than anything else.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that more than half of the users in our dataset are
p-users. In our opinion, this is an extremely positive result because it tells us that the users
in our dataset were really able to express the full range of possible sentiments depending
on the reference topic and time slice.

Table 10. Number of users associated with each stereotype.

Stereotype Number of Users

sp-user (strongly positive user) on tj 1211
sn-user (strongly negative user) on tj 1274
wp-user (weakly positive user) on tj 1058
wn-user (weakly negative user) on tj 1142
nn-user (non-negative user) on tj 2119
np-user (non-positive user) on tj 2497
w-user (weak user) on tj 1714
s-user (strong user) on tj 1134
super-sp-user (super strongly positive user) 72
super-sn-user (super strongly negative user) 88
super-wp-user (super weakly positive user) 48
super-wn-user (super weakly negative user) 53
super-nn-user (super non-negative user) 221
super-np-user (super non-positive user) 244
super-w-user (super weak user) 174
super-s-user (super strong user) 118
sw-user (swinging user) on tj 42
ss-user (super swinging user) 2
p-user (posed user) 2284

5.5.3. Discussion

In this section, we present a discussion regarding the framework proposed in this
paper. In particular, we present a brief overview of its main strengths, limitations, and
practical applications.

Regarding the first point, the main strengths of our framework are the following: (i) it
defines a multi-dimensional view of the concept of scope; (ii) it can operate on any social
platform as long as the messages exchanged in the latter are predominantly text-based; and
(iii) it can assess the scope of user sentiment on any topic.

Our framework also has some limitations. Specifically: (i) it operates on only one social
platform at a time, whereas the various platforms are currently interconnected because
many users join simultaneously on multiple platforms, acting as bridges among them; (ii) it
can currently handle only two possible dimensions, namely space and time; (iii) it is unable
to evaluate and analyze the possible interference that different users may exert on a given
user in defining her sentiment on a topic; (iv) it is based on text analysis and, consequently,
works on social platforms where the messages exchanged are predominantly textual.

A first possible practical application of our framework involves supporting informa-
tion diffusion. In fact, the knowledge of scope and its dynamics can facilitate in identifying
new strategies to spread certain messages as widely as possible. A second application, dual
to the previous one, consists in countering fake news. The latter, in fact, often arouse a
strongly negative sentiment. Exploiting this characteristic and the concept of scope makes
it possible to define an approach for identifying fake news and countering their spread.
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Last but not least, one could use our framework in order to identify certain user stereotypes
(think, for instance, of the swinging and posed users introduced in Section 5.5.2).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a framework to determine the spatial and temporal
scope of the sentiment of a user on a topic in a social platform. First, we have presented the
concept of scope and we have seen that it summarizes several concepts, such as centrality,
reputation, and diffusion, introduced in the past Social Network Analysis literature. In fact,
all these concepts represent different aspects of the concept of scope. Then, we have
introduced the concept of scope of the sentiment of a user on a topic and we have defined a
model capable of representing and handling a multi-dimensional view of scope. Afterwards,
we have proposed a set of parameters and an approach for evaluating the spatial and the
temporal scope of the sentiment of a user on a topic in a social platform. Finally, we have
performed a set of tests to evaluate the proposed framework on a real dataset obtained
from Reddit.

The main novelties of this paper are the following: (i) it proposes a multi-dimensional
view of scope, particularizing it to space and time dimensions; (ii) it introduces the concept
of scope of the sentiment of a user on one or more topics; and (iii) it presents a general
framework for extracting information about the scope of the sentiment of a user on topics
of any subject; this framework is capable of operating on any social platform.

The main results and findings obtained by applying our framework on our Reddit
dataset can be summarized as follows: (i) negative sentiments tend to spread more easily
than positive ones; (ii) strong sentiments tend to spread more easily than weak ones;
(iii) the influence of a user on the sentiment felt by her neighbors tends to decrease when
the neighbors’ distance from her increases; (iv) users with negative sentiments influence
their neighbors more than users with positive sentiments; (v) users with strong sentiments
influence their neighbors more than users with weak sentiments; (vi) the influence of
users with strongly negative sentiment is not affected by any interference from other
users; (vii) the negativity of a sentiment can increase the intensity of its transmission
but cannot increase the number of connections activated by users for its transmission;
(viii) the temporal trend for strong sentiments is more constant than the one for weak
sentiments; (ix) the average degree of strong sentiments over time is generally higher than
the average degree of weak sentiments; (x) the average degree of negative sentiments
over time is generally higher than the average degree of positive sentiments; (xi) the time
trend of negative sentiments is more constant than the one of positive sentiments; (xii) the
number of users with negative sentiments is greater than the number of users with positive
sentiments; (xiii) the number of swinging users (i.e., users who felt all the four possible
sentiment types for the same topic) is negligible; and (xiv) the number of posed users (i.e.,
users who were capable of feeling the full range of sentiments depending on the topic) is
very high.

The ideas proposed in this paper have several possible future developments. First, we
plan to extend the concepts proposed here from a single network to a Social Internetworking
System, that is, a set of interrelated networks in which each user may join one or more of
them. Second, we would like to study further dimensions of the scope of the sentiment of a
user on a topic in a social network, in addition to the spatial and temporal ones considered
in this paper. Third, we would like to further study the interference of multiple users on
the sentiment of a user ui on a topic tj. In particular, we would like to analyze the case
in which the interfering users are very close, as well as the case in which they have high
scope and, therefore, the interference caused by each of them may be significant or, even,
decisive. Last but not least, we plan to investigate the possible use of our framework to
health economics applications [75] and computational linguistics [76].
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